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While biscotti is available almost anywhere, bake&bake specializes in encapsulating flavour and curating each one to 
perfection.

Biscotti is the plural form of an Italian word biscotto which means “twice baked” and with a twist of local singlish 
humour, “twice baked” came across to our Founder’s (Anson Goh) mind as “bake&bake”.

Since the year 2002, our founder Anson has been gaining experience baking pastries, working as a baker in a hotel. It 
was there that he first learnt to make Biscotti and a few other pastries. Despite being out of touch for a few years after 
he left the F&B industry, Anson started home baking again and curated his own recipe to bake treats for friends and 
family. Slowly, based on the recommendations of his friends and family, requests came flowing in for various types of 
cookies, cupcakes, loaf cakes and even customized cakes for special occasions. However, Biscotti remained as his 
favourite treat to bake as it is also his personal favourite snack item. With dreams of setting up a Biscotti specialty 
bakery, his commitment to achieve his dream drove him to bake into the wee hours of the morning during festive 

seasons to add towards his start up fund.

After years of selling his pastries solely through word of mouth, Anson quit his full- time job in January 2017 and 
focused on setting up bake&bake, specializing only in Biscotti. The business continued to grow through a constant flow 

of support, with repeated business from his little neighbourhood at his 8 Telok Blangah Crescent outlet.

2018 marks a year change for bake&bake as the company had decided to be the
first Biscotti Manufacturer in Singapore! The Biscottis are now baked from an AVA Certified food factory in Mandai and 

we aim to be the biggest Biscotti sellers within the next 2 years.

To serve our loyal base of customer, we had set up our retail outlet at Plaza Singapura n 15th Dec 2018. Our vision is 
to be the biggest biscotti suppliers in Singapore, so our customer can get their biscotti fix in every parts of Singapore.

Here are our 9 flavours – we are set to increase to 12 by end of 2019.

With the generous amount of fillings in the range of Biscotti available, you 
can trust bake&bake for a mouthwatering treat that will also keep your sugar 

levels in check. Like our Tagline suggests, "One is Never Enough".

Introducing bake&bake’s Biscotti

Almond (Signature) Biscotti Cranberry Almond Biscotti

$20.00 S$8.00 $20.00 S$8.00

Blueberry Almond Biscotti Pistachio Biscotti

$22 .00 S$8.00 $22.00 S$8.00

Pistachio Chocolate Biscotti Trio Nuts Biscotti

$22.00 S$8.00 $22.00 S$8.00

Wolf Date Multigrain Biscotti

Double Chocolate Biscotti *NEW*

Mango Coconut Biscotti

$22.00 S$8.00

$22.00 S$8.00

$22.00 S$8.00

bake&bake
BISCOTTI   SINGAPORE


